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COMMUNICATION TAB
In this document, you can find details on the functionalities of the COMMUNICATION module in
Studio Pulse.
Communication is a very important aspect in any successful business. This can be internal
communication or communicating to the outside world. In the context of Dance Studios, there
will be need to communicate faster to the employees & Clients.

Messaging System & Email Option
Studio Pulse has an efficient messaging system where message communication is handled
between different persons. To view messages, one has to open Studio Pulse Communication
tab. Also, there is option to email the recipients as well.

Group Email Provision
There is provision to send message / email to a group. For example you can send messages /
emails to all employees, all students, all employees & students, all students of a class, all
employees of a class etc. This is in addition to individual messaging / email option where we
can select an employee or Student as recipient.
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Powerful Email Editor
The email text editor is very powerful and it supports text, graphics, a variety of fonts etc.
Provision to print the text editor is also there.
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Message Type & Message Templates
 We can categorize the message / email by type. Pre-defined types are available. You
can contact Studio Pulse Team to add more types.

 We can select available templates. Pre-defined types are available. You can contact
Studio Pulse Team to add more custom templates suiting your requirement.
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Attachments along with the message

You can add any number of attachments along with the message / email.

Grouping By Employee / Student
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You can see that the messages / emails are grouped by Employees and customers. This way the
email view page is more organized. It is very easy to find the email history of a particular
employee or Student.

Reply & Forward Option

As expected in an email editor, there is option to REPLY or FORWARD the email indicated by the
icons as shown in the screenshot above.
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More Features..

1. Summary of Message / Email count.
In the top left there is a summary of how many emails are received and how many are
responded and how many pending. Also, you can change the date range from TODAY to
THIS YEAR, THIS MONTH & THIS WEEK. This is very useful in tracking & responding to
messages / emails timely.
2. Search Option
On the top right is the search option where we can search any text in the email subject,
email body, recipient names etc.

